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This paper sunrnarizes the recent experimental and analytical studies of
helicopter rotor broadband noise sources performed at M. I. T. Both low
frequency broadband noise (LFBN) and high frequency l::roadband noise (HFBN)
results are presented. The HFBN is due to boundary layer self noise (BLSN).
The effects of tip speed, advance ratio, blade loading, free stream turbulence
and blade tip gec:rnetry on both LFBN and BLSN were studied experimentally.
The leading and trailing edge gec:rnetries were found to reduce the LFBN by 2-5
dB at low inflow turbulence intensities. A general theoretical nodel is
presented to predict LFBN spectnnn and was found in good agreement with the
experimental results. Simple scaling laws for both LFBN and BLSN were also
found in good agreement with the experimental results. The effects of blade
loading on LFBN could not be explained by present theories. In the case of
BLSN, saturation of peak sound pressure levels were observed beyond tip Mach
number of 0.20.
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Introduction

This paper surmarizes the recent experimental and theoretical studies of
rrodel helicopter rotor broadband noise sources perfonned at M.I.T. (1-8). Both
the low frequency broadband noise (LFBN) and high frequency broadband noise
(HFBN) results are presented.
M:>st w:Jrk in the past was focused on rrodeling rotational noise, JJ'ainly due
to blade slap (9-ll). Broadband noise research was JJ'ainly overlooked. Major
advances were JJ'ade in this field by our group at M.I.T. and other (12-15). In
particular, we have been successful in s:imulating broadband noise for helicopter
rotors, at M.I.T.
Our broadband noise research consisted of both theoretical studies and
experimental studies. These studies included t= broadband noise sources,
namely, i) low frequency broadband noise due to inflow turbulence, and ii) high
frequency broadband noise due to boundary layer self noise. Before going into
details of present study, a brief discussion of helicopter rotor noise source
mechanism is presented in the following paragraph.

1.1 Helicopter Fotor Noise

~hanisms

Depending on their frequency content, the basic source mechanisms of
helicopter rotur aerodynamic noise JJ'aY be classified into t= JJ'ajor categories,
namely: hanronic/rotational noise, and broadband noise. Refs. (1 to 8). Hanronic
noise is identifierl by discrete narrow peaks which oc= at an integer nrultiple
of blade passing frequency. It JJ'aY be attributed to steady and unsteady blade
loading, blade-vortex interaction, thickness effects and shock wave propagation.
The latter three are sanetirnes called blade slap. The hanronic noise spectrum
due to steady and unsteady blade loading JJ'ay extend over 20-25 times the blade
passage'frequency, whereas in the case of blade slap it JJ'aY extend over 50-60
times the blade passage frequency. Beyond this range the noise spectrum is
continuous and broadband. It is convenient to classify this broadband noise
spectrum into t= parts: low frequency broadband noise and high frequency
broadband noise.
The LFBN is JJ'ainly attributed to randan loading due
to inflow turbulence. The HFBN JJ'aY by due to five mechanisms namely:
(a) boundary layer self noise (BISN), (b) turbulent boundary layer noise,
(c) edge noise, (d) incident turbulence noise, and (e) stall noise. BISN is
believed to be a direct consequence of a self excited feedback loop of
aerodynamic origin fanned by the acoustic wave, laminar boundary layer and
angle of incidence. Boundary layer noise is due to boundary layer turbulence.
Edge noise is due to the interaction between unsteady flow and the trailing
edge. The mechanism of incident turbulence generated noise JJ'aY extend up
to the region where other noise mechanisms discussed under HFBN are operative.
Stall noise is due to rapid load fluctuations during stall process or due to
the interaction of turbulence in locally stalled region with the rotor blades.
1.2

The LFBN

There are a number of theoretical and experimental studies (3, 5, 6, 12-15)
which support turbulence as the source mechanism of LFBN. As the rotor blades
pass through a non-uniform velocity field, they experience fluctuating angle of
attack causing unsteady lift forces. These randan loadings are the result of
interaction of the blade with inflow turbulence or with the wake turbulence
generated by the same or other blades. As the inflow free stream turbulence
contains a spectrum of wave number canponents, the resulting loading spectrum
affects the acoustic spectrum over the entire range of frequencies. A systenatic
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experimental investigation was carried out to study LF'BN frcrn rrodel helicopter
rotors at low tip speeds and results are presented. The effects of tip speed,
advance ratio, blade loading, size scale arrl intensity of t1.1rbulence on the
sound pressure level of LF'BN are discussed. A general thecretical rrodel of LFBN
is presented. This theory can be used to predict absolute sound pressure levels
(SPL) of the LF'BN spectrum. In addition, a s:irrplified ;expression for the peak
SPL of LFBN for the case of a sinusoidal gust is developed. This expression is
for a single wave mnnber corrp::lnent of a continuous spectrum of a turbulent flow
which contains all wave number corrp::lnents. The s:irrple thecretical prediction
rrodel for scaling LF'BN peak SPL is carpared with experimental results.
l. 3

The HFBN (due to BLSN)

The discrete tones at high frequencies for stationary airfoils and the high
frequency broadband noise hump for rotors operating at subsonic tip Mach
numbers may be attributed to laminar boundary layer self noise. This mechanism
is highly dependent on Reynolds number and angle of incidence. Experiments
indicate that this noise is operative as long as the boundary layer on the
airfoil surface or a rotor blade is laminar. It seems that this noise of
aerodynamic origin is a direct consequence of a self-excited feedback loop
fonned by the acoustic wave, laminar boundary layer, and the wake flow of the
airfoil. This mechanism is also known as vortex noise because sane investigators
believe that the noise is due to vortex shedding that is caused by an interaction
of the airfoil's wake-induced velocity field and the airfoil itself (16, 17).
The shed vortices generate a periodic pressure fluctuation over the airfoil
resulting in an edge dipole radiation. This mechanism is also known as discrete
tone noise because the spectrum of the noise signal of isolated airfoils within
a certain Reynolds number range sh::>ws the acoustic power concentrated in a
narrow band of frequencies (17). Experimental investigations indicate that
these tmes are well defined functions of velocity. Since the velocit.y is continuously varying alon the rotor blade span, the tone noise appears as a
broadband noise hump for rotors under certain operating conditions.
In this paper, a s:irrple scaling law for HFBN is presented. The experimental
investigation of HFBN due to BLSN is based on the same parameters (tip Mach numbe!
advance ratio, etc.) as th:>se for LF'BN. This paper also discusses some interestir
results of saturation of peak SPL as a function of tip Mach number and advance rat
2.
2.1

Experimental Study
The M.I.T. anechoic tunnel and rotor facility

The M. I. T. anechoic wind tunnel facility was used for the experimental
investigation of broadband noise generated by a rrodel helicopter rotor. The
tunnel is an open jet closed circuit wind tunnel designed for low speed
aerodynamic experiments. The dimensions of the test section are 1.524 x 2.286 rn:
top speed is 32.2 rn/s. The open jet test section runs through an anechoic
chamber of dimensions 7. 32 x 3. 66 x 3. 66 rn. The side walls and ceiling of the
3Ile-.::hoic chamber is covered with Cremer blocks and the floor of the chamber is
covered with 0.152 rn. thick polyurethane foam. The anechoic properties of the
tunnel were measured and the acoustic cut off frequency above which free field
conditions prevail was found to be 160 Hz. The effect of the shear layer of
the open jet on refraction and scattering of acoustic waves was studied by
using aeolian tones as sound source and was found to be insignificant under
the present test conditions. The rrodel helicopter rotor system consists of a
l. 27 rn diameter rotor. ROtor blades are held by bolts to a root fixture. The
rotor hub can take any number of blades up to eight and is connected to a thrust
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rreasuring dynarraneter.

Details of the rotor and blades are given in Table I.

Controlled turbulence was generated with the aid of biplaner grids rrounted
in the upstream section of the tunnel. The details of rreasurernent of turbulence
properties are described in Ref. 18. Details of turbulence characteristics are
given in Table 2 of Ref. 8.
2.2

Instrumentation and data analysis

Figure 1 depicts the schematic of instrumentation for acquisition and
reduction of aerodynamic and acoustic data. The details of the instrumentation
and data analysis are discussed in Ref. 8.
2.3

Rotor Blade Tip Shapes

Figure 2 shows the geometry of the rotor blades. The interchangeable tips
occupy the outer 15 percent of the radius of the rotor blade. The leading edge
and the trailing edge sweep angles were selected as 5, 10 and 15 degrees. All
blades have the thichness distribution of a NACA 0012 airfoil section. The
rotor blades with interchangeable tips consist of a metal spar with balsa >=Xi
covered with fiberglass and epoxy. The metal spar extends out frcm 85 percent
radius toward tip. The interchangeable tip shapes slide fit on the metal spar
and can be held in position by a metal pin. Details of rotor blade design and
fabrication aL~ given in Ref. 19.

2. 4 The Test Series
'lhe flcwfield associated ~lith a helicopter is quite complex. In order to
get a clear understanding of the effect of various parameters of LFBN and BISN,
tests ~~ere plarmed so that cnly one parameter was varied while keeping the other
parameters fixed. 'lhe basic parameters were tip speed, advance ratio, blade
loading, size scale and intensity of turbulence, and blade tip geometry. In
order to form a baseline of the study, square tip blades were tested initially.
'Ihen, the results of various tip geometries \vere ccmpared with the results frcm
the square tip blades. 'lhe following paragrar.h gives the range of various
parameters covered in the tests on each gecmetry.
'Ihe tip Mach m:mber was varied from 0 .15 to 0. 49 ~.hich correspmds to the
variation in the shaft rpn of 750 to 2500. 'lhe advance ratio was varied frcm
0.075 to 0.25, and the blade loading was varied from 0.057 to 0.12 (cbtained
from rreasured thrust) . '111e blade loading covers approsimately, the range a
typical helicopter encounters. Size scale and intensity of hcmogeneous
tmbulence were varied by inserting different grids upotream of the test section
of the tunnel. The rreasured rms intensities of the turbulence were found to be
1.7, 6.25 and ll percent of the fl01• velocity at the test section of the wind
tunnel for the case of nc grid, small grid and large grid, respectively.
hhereas, the lcngitudinal scales of turbulence were fotmd to be 0.2997, 0.0838
and 0.127 rreters for the no grid, small grid and large grid, respectively.
For a given state of tmbulence in the test section, three sets of tests
>vere planned. For each of the three sets, zero shaft angle was selected. In
the first set of tests tip speed was varied by keeping advance ratio and blade
loading constant. In the second and third set of tests, advance ratio and blade
loading, respectively, were varied keeping other parameters constant. 'Ihe above
set of tests was repeated for square tip blades for the no grid, small grid and
large grid cases. Then, each tip gecmetry was tested in a similar marmer. '!he
nodel rotor consisted of two blades for all tests.
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3.

Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows a typical spectrum obtained by analyzing a noise signal on
Sound pressure level (SPL) in decibels (dB) is plotted
as a function of frequency. The ranges of low frequency broadband noise
and HFBN due to J:oundary layer self noise are shown in this figure. The BLSN
range was obtained by putting serrated tape on the rotor blade surface. The
serrations were obtained by cutting the tape with pinking shears. The serrated
duct tape (.0127 rn. wide) was placed at 0.0095 rn. fran the blade's leading edge.
Both suction and pressure side serrations were used. Experiments were conducts:
to evaluate the effect of either suction side or pressure side serrations. It
was found that only the pressure side serrations were effective in reducing the
BLSN. The suction side serrations had negligible effect on the BLSN spectrum.
This seems to be due to the presence of turbulent J:oundary layers on the suctior
surface of the rotor blades.
the spectrum analyzer.

In our discussion, we refer to a peak SPL as the value of sound pressure
level at the intersection of a line which represents the average SPL at lower
frequencies of the LFBN spectrum with the SPL axis as shown in Figure 3. The
peak SPL of BLSN hump and corresp:Jnding peak frequency (frequency at which the
peak SPL occurs) are also depicted in this figure.
3.1

LFBN Results

Figure 4 shows the plot of the peak SPL as a function of tip Mach number.
For canparison, a line representing sixth p:JWer tip Mach number law is also
drawn. It is seen that the peak SPL follows approximately a sixth p:Jwer tip
Mach number law. Experiments of (Ref. 18) show that the rrns velocity of
turbulence, w is prop:Jrtional to the mean flow speed in the test section of
the wind tunnel. Since the flow velocity is equal to advance ratio times .tip
speed, and advance ratio was kept constant at 0.10 during this set of tests,
the rrns velocity of turbulence is prop:Jrtional to the tip speed. Therefore,
the peak SPL of LFBN follows a tip Mach number to four p:JWer law if the effect
of rrns turbulance velocity is removed by subtracting 20 log (w) from the peak
SPL. This is in accordance with the earlier observation (3) for tip Mach
nuni.Jers less tl1.an 0 . 20.
It is also seen from Fig. 4 that the SPL curves for the no grid, small gric
and large grid cases are successively one al:ove the other. This is due to the
increase in rrns velocity of turbulence which is highest for the large grid, and
lowest for the no grid:

and has intermediate value for the small grid.

Figure 5 depicts the effect of advance ratio on the peak SPL of LFBN. It
is seen from this figure that the peak SPL of LFBN increases with the advance
ratio. This trend is due to the following reasons. First, the advance ratio
was increased by increasing the wind tunnel speed. As the rrns velocity of inflc
turbulence was prop:Jrtional to the flow/tunnel speed, the peak SPL of LFBN
increased with the advance ratio. Second, the advancing rotor blade tip speed
was increased by a factor of (1 + ].1). Hence, there was a small increase in the
relative velocity of the rotor blade with respect to airflow on the advancing
side of rotor by a factor of ].1. This contributed to the increases in the SPL
of LFBN with increases in advance ratio to a small extent.
A scaling law developed in the following section predicts SPL increase witr
advance ratio as shown by a line in the figure, for constant tip speed and blade
loading. The prediction appears to be in a good agreement with the experimental
data. Again, the SPL curves for the no grid case, the small grid case and the
large grid case are successively one al:ove the other. This is again due to the
monotonic increase in the rrns velocity of the inflow turbulence which is highest
for the large grid and lowest for the no grid case.
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Figure 6 shows the peak SPL variation with the blade loading for no grid,
the small grid and the large grid cases. This figure shows that the peak SPL
of LFBN increases with the blade loading and is a function of the nns intensity
of turbulence. It also shows that for a given grid (nns intensity of turbulence),
the peak SPL of LFBN increases with blade loading.
It may by noted that the theories (12-15) do not predict any increase in
the sound pressure level with increases in blade loading keeping all other
parameters fixed. The present exper:irnental study has revealed that the SPL is
a function of the blade loading. This is iltq;ortant because the helicopter rotors
do not operate at constant blade loading. Even for a given blade loading, the
SPL predicted by the LFBN theories may be different fran the e-.xper:irnental results.
This is because the theories developed earlier do not incorporate the rrechanism
of noise generation as a function of blade loading.
To further understand the increase in the peak SPL with blade loading, we
conducted tl..u additional sets of exper:irnents. These exper:irnents were conducted
to find out whether the tip path plane (and therefore, the rotor wake) and inflow
velocity had any effect on the observed increases. Effects of tripping the
boundary layer by using serrations and forward tilting of rotor shaft were studied.
The test results were similar to those obtained earlier. Thus, it is still not
clear why the SPL of LFBN should increase with blade loading and should depend
on the intensity of nns turbulence.

Figure 7 shows a typical comparison for the TE geometry with the square tip.
This figure corresponds to tests at constant blade loading of 0.106, keeping tip
speed and tunnel speed constant and for the no grid case. It is seen that
the SPL reductions of the order of 2-5 db can be obtained at the lower end of
the LFBN spectrum. The SPL reductions were found to be higher for larger sweep
geometries. However, for the blades with larger sweep angles, the thrust levels
at high blade loadings were found to be smaller canpared to those for the square
tip blades. From the point of view of the thrust levels at high blade loadings,
our restilts indicated that the sweep angles should be limited to about ten degrees.
Tests were also conducted for the small grid and large grid cases. Somewhat
smaller SPL reductions were observed for various tip geometries compared to those
for no grid case. The reductions observed were found to be closely related to
SPL variations.
3.2

BLSN Results

The peak SPLs of BLSN hump are plotted as a function of tip Mach number in
Figure 8. The effect of different grids on the peak SPL of BLSN is also included
in this figure. For a given grid case, it is observed that the peak SPL of
BLSN appears to saturate or fall off as the tip Mach number is increased. This
observed trend is different from that reported earlier in Ref. 20. It was
reported in Reference 20 that the peak SPL followed a 5.8 power law of advancing
blade tip Mach number for tip Mach numbers less than 0.20 in the no grid case.
The explanation of this can be given based on the characteristics of the
BLSN phenomena. It should be noted that this phenomena is highly dependent on
the Reynolds number and the angle of attack. In fact, serration studies indiccated that a conssiderable reduction in the SPL of the BLSN peak was observed
with the proper use of serrations (Ref. 2, 20). The effect of serrations on
blade surface is to change the boundary layer from a laminar to a turbulent one.
Also, it was observed by Paterson, et. nl. (Ref. 21) that the sound pressure
level associated with discrete tones on stationary airfoils was a strong function
of the Reynolds number and the angle of attack (which, in turn, are related to
type of boundary l """r on airfoil surface) . Paterson, et. al. (Ref. 21) also
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observed that the far field tone amplitudes increased rapidly with velocity for
low velocities or Reynolds m.nnbers, then the amplitudes saturated and fell off
rapidly after saturation for the airfoil at a given angle of attack. Our
experiments on rrodel helioopter rotors also show s:imilar dependence on the
velocity and angle of attack. It s~ that up to a Mach number of 0.20, the
peak SPL of BLSN peak increases as M · law as reported earlier by Refs. 1, 2, 20
and then saturation or reduction in the peak SPL occurred when the tip Mach
number was varied fran 0.20 to 0.40.
Note from Figure 8 that the peak SPL associated with the test results for
snall and large grid are lower than those for no grid case. This seans to be
due to the influence of inflow turl::ulence on laminar boundary layers on the
rotor blade surfaces. 'The observation of reduction in the peak SPL of BLSN
with increase in inflow turbulence intensity was also reported earlier. (Ref. 2)
Figure 9 shows the effect of tip Mach number on the peak frequency of
BLSN hump for no grid case. As discussed earlier, the peak frequency increases
with tip Mach number. 'The slope of frequency (Hz) versus tip velocity (ft/s)
was f,Jund to be 28, as oompared to 54 reported in Reference 2. 'The explanation
for this may be given in the following way.
As the tip velocity is increased beyo!rl Mach number 0.20 it is believed
that oontribution to SPL from outemost region does not increase with M5.8
law and sorre portion of tip region of rotor blade radiates equal amplitude of
sound due to saturation phenomena. 'The area of this outer tip region radiating
saturated amplitude of sound gradually increases with tip speed. Therefore,
the peak frequency cannot be assumed to scale with the Strouhal number based
0 n tip velocity because a portion of the outer blade tip region radiates
saturated amplitude of sound. In fact, the Strouhal scaling law nav should use
a velocity less than the tip velocity. I f the Strouhal number is still assumed
to be based on the tip velocity, then naturally the slope of f - Vt plot would
decrease. It may be noted that the saturation in amplitude for stationary airfoils is dependent on both the Reynolds number and the angle of attack and care
should be taken in applying this result for helicopter rotors since for rotors
in simulated forward flight, the Reynolds number and angle of attack of a rotor
blade element depends on the radial and azimuthal locations.

Figure 10 depicts the effect of advance ratio on the peak SPL of BLSN for
a two-bladed rotor. 'The results again show either saturation or fall-off in
the peak SPL of BLSN with increases in advance ratio. This may be oompared to
previously observed 8 dB per doubling of advance ratio
(Ref. 2) . 'The
e><planation for the observed trends of the effects of advance ratio in the
present study are closely related to those discussed earlier for the effects of
tip Mach number.
To determine the effect of blade loading on the spectrum and intensity of
BLSN, the pitch setting of rotor blades varied while maintaining the rotor
rotational speed at 1500 rpm and advance ratio at 0.10. Figure ll shows the
spectrum shapes for no grid case. It is seen from this figure that the peak
SPL increases with increases in blade loading. This increase seems to be due
to increases in the angle of attack. 'The increase in angle of attack allows
a more favorable pressure gradient on the pressure side of the rotor blade
surface. 'The favorable pressure gradient in turn delays the transition of
laminar boundary layer.

Exper.ilrents were conducted on three leading edge and three trailing edge
swept rotor blade tip geometry are sbown in Figure 12. Effect of both side
serrations is also included. It is seen that the serrations have a pronounced
effect on the reduction BLSN than the 15 degree trailing edge sweep. Results
of leading edge sweep blade tips are discussed in detail in Refs. 7 and 19.
Exper.ilrents t<ere oonducted on three leading edge and three trailing edge
swept rotor blade tip geometries. Typical results for trailing edge gearetry
are sham in Figure 12. Effect of beth side se=ations is also included. It
is seen that the serraticns have a pronounced effect on the reduction BLSN
than the 15 degree trailing edge S\'18ep. Results of leading edge blade tips are
discussed in detail in Refs . 7 and 19 .
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4.

Theoretical Study

In this section, theoretical rrodels of both LFBN and HFBN are discussed.
In particular, a general theory of LFBN is presented and scaling laws for both
LFBN and HFBN are given.
4 .1

Theory for LFBN
4.1.1

General Theory

Brief details of a general theoretical rrodel6 are discussed here.
This theory predicts absolute sound pressure levels of the low frequency
broadband noise due to inflow turbulence. This requires details of
inflow turbulence characteristics in predicting the acoustic spectrum.
The following are the important features which will be used in the present
fonnulation. The high frequency asSLn11ptionl2 is used in the analysis. This
approximation allows the sound pressure to be calculated as if the rotor blades
were instantaneously in rectilinear notion. The sound generated by an airfoil
in rectilinear notion in tenns of present coordinates (rather than retarded
coordinates) is given in Ref. 22. This gives the acoustic spectrum produced
by an airfoil encountering turbulence as measured by an observer fixed with
respect to the airfoil. 'Ib determine the spectrum in a ground fixed system a
D::>ppler shift is applied.

The procedure of theoretical analysis is similar to that given in Refs.
12, 13, 22. However, the following rrodifications are made. The effect of blade
twist and blade flapping is incorporated to accurately define the noise directivity pattern of each blade segment. A detailed expression for the chordwise
integral of the airfoil response function is given. Based on the experimental
results, the effect of blade to blade correlations is not included, i.e.,
correlation of sound from one blade passage with the sound fran a different
blade passage is ignored. This assumption should be valid for helicopter
rotors but may not be appropriate for canpressors and turbines with many blades.
The final expression for the averaged power spectral density (PSD) of
acoustic pressure is given by (see for details Ref. 6 and 19).
wY
(1)
= f2rrfRdr d'l' (~)2
~zpo~ ) 2
<Pww(Kx, cool). V
Spp(x,y,z,w)
_ <
w0
4c 0 o1

f

00

where
( 2)

=

""
J

(3)

dkz

=- ~

v

(4)

and
=

I x2+s2 (y2+z2)

(5)
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The quantities x, y, z, in right side of Eq. (l) are the relative coordinates of the observer with respect to the present location of the airfoil.
TI1e square of Doppler factor was introduced in Eq. (l). One factor is introduced to keep constant the energy in a given percent bandvidth '~'.hen frequency i.l
Doppler shifted. 'Ihe other factor is introduced to acoount for the fact that
the rotor spends .different amounts of retarded t:Ure at different az:i.nu.lthal
locations (see Ref. 12) • Once the function L and the tw:bulence field is kn<:hm
then the PSD of aooustic pressure can be calculated fran Eq. (1).
Nurrerical calculaticns v.ere rre.de to predict the sound pressure levels of
LFBN from rrcdel helicopter rotor in fmward flight. El:{uation (2) was used in
the nurrerical canputaticns. Figure 13 sho;'/S a typical oanparisoo of theoretica
and exper:Urental results for the case of the effect of advance ratioo on LFBN,
with tw:bulence generated by the srrall grid. '!he theoretical results are in
good agreerrent with the exper:Urental results. Since the HFBN is cperative at
low rotor :q:m and at high frequencies, theocy does not agree with the exper:Uren·
at the high frequency end of the LFBN spectrum. However, if the se=atioos had
been used in the experi.r.ents, then the agreerrent would have been better over
alrrost the entire frequency range shown in these figures • Note that the HFBN
htmp occurs at high frequencies for a rotor :q:m of 2000, hence, the theoretical
results agree vr.i.th the exper:Urental results up to about 8000 Hz. Details of
the oornplete oornparisoos are discussed in Ref. 6 and 19 •
4.1.2

Scaling Formula

Several expressions (6, 12-15) for the prediction of LFBN are quite involve
and it becomes difficult to obtain a simplified picture of row the peak sound
pressure level varies with different rotor parameters. TI1e fact that the LFBN
falls off rapidly with frequency can be used to simplify the expressions for
the peak SPL predictions, since the peak SPL occurs at the low frequency end of
the LFBN noise spectrum.
We start with Lawson's expression23 for the sound field of a point dipole
in an arbiracy ll'Otion. For a rotor blade at advancing position, '~'.here max:i.rnurn
sound power is emitted by blades, and encountering a sinusoidal convected gust,
we can write a simple ration for I p j 2 as follows.

IPI 2

_ [cos8p0
-

w1 cR v" (l
J -

cor 1

50

t

+ 511 + 1011 2)

(!.]n •

(6)

This expression states that for the sinusoidal gust the SPL is proportional
to the square of nns velocity of gust and to the fourth power velocity law. The
above formula, although not exact, gives an idea of row the sound pressure level
w:JUld vacy as a function of rotor parameters. The above expression rray be used
to scale the peak SPL of a helicopter rotor due to turbulent inflow. TI1e
asstmptions in deriving it are:
(i)

acoustic far-field is assumed,
R/r1 «l

(ii) w »
82

(iii)
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The trends of the peak SPL of LFBN with tip speed and advance ratio keeping
other parameters fixed is found to be in a good agreement with the experimental
results. Figures 4 and 5 show such canparisons for the effect of tip speed
and advance ratio, respectively. The trends of the peak SPL variation with tip
speed and advance ratio for no grid, small grid and large grid case are well
predicted by the scaling law. It may be noted that the present theory does not
include the effect of blade loading on the SPL of LFBN.

4. 2

Theory for HFBN (BLSN)

In this section, we discuss theoretical rrodel for BLSN.
Refs. 1, 18, the BLSN is referred to as HFBN.

Note that, in

To obtain a similar scaling procedure for high frequency broadband noise
due to BLSN generated by a rrodel rotor, we assumed that noise sources were
acoustically compact and computed the instantaneous pressure due to an element
of an airfoil where vortices are being shed. Extending experimentally obtained
results for the spanwise correlation lengths for stationary airfoils to rotating
airfoils and assuming that the correlation lengths vary like the displacement
thickness of the I:XJundary layer, it was observed that the peak intensity of
high frequency broadband noise BLSN has a Vt 5 • 8 factor. An expression which
scales the location of peak intensity in the frequency da!lain was obtained
based on the rotor blade geometric parameters. The resulting scaling laws
for peak intensityl, 18 was found to be

SPL2

= SPL1

M

+ 60 log t 2 + 20
Mt1
+ 10 log B2

- 20 log r 2

+ 10 log (I'lL) 2

B;""

(I'lL)

+ 10 log {(1 +

14
/3

1

~2 + 42;5
(8)

vt /t

and the peak frequency was found to be given by
= 1.08

1

2

1, 2

(9)

'

for two rotor systems (designated by suffixes 1 and 2).
The effects of intensity and size scale of turbulence were less obvious in
the study of high frequency broadband noise (BLSN) • One of the effects of free
stream turbulence is to alter the correlation lengths of shed vortices (24).
To this end, we used an existing integral I:XJundary layer calculation to predict
the turbulent I:XJundary layers developing in a turbulent free stream. The
results indicated that increase in the intensity of free stream turbulence in
general, v.ould tend to decrease the correlation length, thus resulting in
reducing the intensity of BLSN.
A comparison of predicted peak frequency and sound pressure levels with
experimental data showed good agreement except for the case of effect of
turbulence on the intensity of BLSN for tip Mach numbers less than 0.20. However,
ai:XJve tip Mach number 0. 20, we observed saturation in the peak SPLs of BLSN
18-10

(as discussed in section 3.2). Thus, the present scaling law is valid up to a
tip M3.ch number of 0. 20 for M. I. T . m::xiel helicopter rotor.
5.

Conclusions:

Results of experimental and theoretical investigation of broadband noise
radiated fran rrodel helicopter rotors are presented. Conclusions are Sl.ll11larizec
for both the LFBN and !lFBN (due to BISN) below.

5.1 LFBN
l} The experimental results on the effect of tip speed and advance ratio
on the peak SPL of LFBN can be explained on the basis of present LFBN theories.
2} The experimental results on the effect of blade loading on the peak
SPL of LFBN is still not clearly understood.
3} The experimental results showed 2-5 dB reductions for swept gecmetries
ccmpared to square tip blades at constant blade loading.
4) A general theoretical rrodel is discussed which can be used to predict
absolute sound pressure levels of LFBN due to inflow turbulence. Theoretical
results were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results.
5) A simple peak SPL scaling law for noise fran helicopter rotor in
forward flights due to a convected sinusoidal gust is developed. The trends
of variation of peak SPL of LFBN with advance ratio and tip speed predicted by
the scaling law showed very good agreement with the experimental results.
5.2

!lFBN due to BISN

l} The peak SPL of BLSN showed either saturation or fall-off as the tip
M3.ch number was increased fran 0.20 to 0.40 and advance ratio was increased
fran 0.075 to 0.250.
2) The magnitute of peak SPL of BISN hump decreased with an increase in
inflow turbulence intensity.
3) The peak frequency of BISN ht.IITp increased scmewhat slowly with rotor
blade tip velocity, as ccmpared to that observed earlier and reported in Ref. 2.
4} The magnitude of peak SPL of BISN was found to increase with blade
loading.
5) The BISN hump seems to become broader with increases in blade sweep
angle. The peak SPL of BISN was found to decrease with an increase in the
trailing edge sweep angle.
6) Se=ations on both rotor blade surfaces had pronounced effect on the
reduction of BISN. Suction side serrations had negligible effect on the reduction of BISN, as compared to pressure side serrations.
7) The mechanism of BISN see:ns to be closely related to the presence of
laminar boundary layers on rotor blade surfaces. The BLSN is found to be
sensitive to both Reynolds number and blade loading.
8) The scaling law for BLSN is found to predict the experimental results
upto tip Mach number of 0.20. Experimental results indicate that saturation
effects are irnp::>rtant above tip Mach number of 0. 20.
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Table I. Model rotor characterisucs
Radius fRI
Chord 1<"1
Number of blades
Section
Twist

{8)

Shall Iii! capabilily
Tcstin1 rpm ran&e

t.cad·l•a

Cyclic pi1ch
Collecti\'e pitch

0.635 m
0.0508 m
1 to 8
NACA 0012
-8 degrees

±20d-

400 10 2650
None
None
By adjustina pitch of
individual blade
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ANALYSII'

Fig. l.

Scherratic of inst:runentaticn for
broadband noise study.
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Pig. 2

Rotor blade tip shapes .
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Table 1. Mxlel rotor characteristics
Radius (R)
Chord (c)
Number of blades (B)
Section
Twist
Shaft tilt capability
Testing rpn range
Lead-lag
Cyclic pitch
Collective pitch

0.635 m
0.0508 m
1 to 8
NI\CA 0012
- 8 degrees
± 20 degrees
400 to 2650
None
None
By adjusting pitch of
individual blade
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